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Thermal cameras are used in numerous computer vision applications, such as human
detection and scene understanding. However, the cost of high quality and high resolution thermal sensors is often a limiting factor. Conversely, high resolution visual spectrum
cameras are readily available and generally inexpensive. Herein, we explore the creation of
higher quality upsampled thermal imagery using a high resolution visual spectrum camera
and Markov random felds theory. This paper also presents a discussion of the tradeoffs
from this approach and the effects of upsampling, both from quantitative and qualitative
perspectives. Our results demonstrate the successful application of this approach for human detection and the accurate propagation of thermal measurements within images for
more general tasks like scene understanding. A tradeoff analysis of the costs related to
performance as the resolution of the thermal camera decreases are also provided.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation
With today’s advances in technology, a wealth of sensors are available to the general

public. These sensors are capable of sensing a wide range of modalities from the visual
spectrum, infrared (IR), and even spatial information with depth sensors. With all this
information available, it would seem that the next step would be to use these sensors to
further the understanding of the environment in which they operate. Individually, these
sensors have their strengths and weaknesses when it comes to using the information they
provide to extract features for applications such as classifcation. For example, when deciding whether a human is present in a color image, this is usually achievable if there is
suffcient light; however when the lighting conditions change the color image performance
and detection may degrade such as in low light conditions. However, in contrast to the
color image, the IR image would not degrade as a result of changes in lighting conditions;
therefore fnding a human using detection algorithms could be improved. These applications do not apply only to human classifcation, other objects may also have distinct
thermal signatures.
When designing a system with multiple sensors that sense in different modalities, it is
often diffcult to fnd sensors that can be easily co-registered. This means using the infor1

mation from both sensors and structuring it in such a way that for every sample available
from one sensor there is a corresponding sample available from the other sensor. This is
challenging because the registration process requires the information from both sensors to
have common features present in order to match them. For example, a depth image captures spatial information about the geometry of the scene while a standard red,green and
blue (RGB) camera captures the luminance (intensity of light) and chrominance (color)
of a scene. In this example, these sensors need to contain common features in order to
be co-registered. For these two types of sensors this poses a problem due to the type of
information they generate. For example, an RGB image looks like what is visible with
human vision capabilities, where as a thermal image is bright where the heat level is high
and dark where heat level is low. Another example would be IR and RGB sensors, these
sensors have the advantage that they both sense in the electromagnetic spectrum, but still
suffer from the the fact that since the parts of the spectrum they each operate in do not
overlap it is still challenging to co-register these sensors as the IR information captures the
temperature of the scene and RGB captures the luminance. Another issue related to the
co-registration of sensors is the resolution of the sensors and the feld of view. The feld
of view problem can be taken into account by cropping the image(s) where the felds of
view do not overlap. The resolution problem can be addressed by applying upsampling
techniques to the lower resolution sensor to match the resolution of the higher resolution
sensor. The use of an upsampling technique has the advantage of utilizing lower resolution sensors that are typically lower in cost. However, upsampling by its nature adds noise
to the resulting output because these techniques add in data to fll gaps where there was
2

originally not data present. To address this noise issue in the upsampling process, if the
sensors are co-registered then the information from the higher resolution sensor could help
upsample the lower resolution values such that the noise is minimized. Furthermore one
could include other information sources to help create an even better estimate for the upsampled values. Upsampling may be benefcial if a higher resolution version of a sensor
is needed; however the cost to purchase the higher resolution version of the sensor may be
cost prohibitive. So by employing an upsampling technique in conjunction with the higher
resolution sensors, it will be shown that some computer vision tasks are still passable when
using the lower resolution less expensive sensors.

1.2

Contributions
IR cameras are expensive compared to the cost of a high resolution RGB camera that

could be purchased at a store or online. IR cameras can be very useful in computer vision
applications such as detecting humans, especially in cases where there is a degradation of
lighting conditions. In this thesis, the sensors selected for use are a high resolution RGB
camera and a lower spatial resolution IR camera. Four different upsampling techniques
were studied such as the nearest neighbor, bi-linear/cubic interpolation, and Markov random felds(MRF). This research has focused on the Markov random feld framework for
upsampling. The MRF approach allows for a model to be constructed that can upsample a
low resolution image to a higher resolution image while simultaneously using information
from another independent high resolution image. a trade-off analysis was performed where
to determine how low of a resolution could be used and still be able to detect a human in a
3

scene. These trade-offs directly effect the fnal cost of any system needing to utilize an IR
camera due to low light conditions.
The rest of the document is outlined as follows. Chapter 2 provides a background of
early to modern upsampling techniques used with just the image available. The pinhole
camera model is presented as a means to understand the physics of a camera; which leads
into camera distortion models where it is discussed how to model and correct different
types of lens distortions. Once an understanding of how different types of distortions can
accrue via upsampling or lens distortions, the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) is
described in terms of human detection for feature extraction, followed by a method to extract those features and process them through a classifer. Chapter 3 covers the methods
used to combine the RGB camera and thermal camera information to achieve a higher
quality/higher resolution thermal image that will be later used for classifcation and cost
analysis. Chapter 3 starts with camera calibration, which details how to co-register the
RGB and thermal cameras together using the pinhole camera model. Then a Markov Random Fields (MRF) approach is presented as means to upsample the thermal image based
on the RGB image. Once the higher quality/higher resolution thermal image is created
via the MRF; the next section discusses feature extraction using the HOG and then classifcation is performed using a support vector machine (SVM). Chapter 4 discusses the
experiments conducted to assess the performance of the new thermal images created by
the MRF technique. Also described in Chapter 4 are the experiments in which the thermal
images are qualitatively evaluated using a HOG measure and quantitatively measured by
decreasing the resolution of thermal camera and subjecting the image to a classifer to see
4

at which point does the thermal image become unusable for human detection. Lastly, a
thermal resolution to price comparison is presented to demonstrate the cost to performance
for the thermal camera. Chapter 5 describes the results of the experiments. Lastly, Chapter
6 concludes this thesis with conclusions derived from the results and future work.

5

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

This chapter presents a discussion of upsampling techniques to provide an understanding for how upsampling has been previously performed including more advanced upsampling techniques that are currently in use today. This section presents information related to
understanding the impact of not using a second image (information source) and its effects
on the upsampling results. The next section discusses the pinhole camera model. Since the
focus of this research is based on the use of two cameras, it is important to understand the
physical relationships that can occur between two independent cameras as this provides the
basis for co-registering the two camera sensors. The next section covers human detection,
which includes how to extract features from an image that are indicative of humans and
how to use these features in a human classifcation system.

2.1

Upsampling Techniques
Image upsampling or magnifcation can have a dramatic impact on the quality of the

resultant image. Often, the upsampled image is plagued with artifacts that leave the images looking blocky or “pixelated”, washed out, “over smoothed”, or cartoon-like. These
artifacts that are introduced into an image by using upsamling techniques may cause poor
features to be extracted and/or learned, because the algorithms for learning features could
6

learn the artifacts which would not make the classifcation algorithms generalizable. Upsampling is not a trivial problem to solve since traditional techniques such as Nearest
Neighbor[6], Bilinear[6], and BiCubic[6] upsample the image using just the information
given. Essentially these techniques are trying to fll in the gaps using no prior knowledge.

2.1.1

Nearest Neighbor

The nearest neighbor approach is the simplest and most rudimentary way of upsampling; but has the advantage of being simple to implement and quick to perform. This
approach suffers from extreme artifacts that will leave the image blocky, as it does nothing more than reuse the same pixel value within its area to achieve a “higher” resolution
image.

?
?

?

?
?

?
?

?

?
?

?

?

Figure 2.1: The left image is a simple 2 x 2 pixel image and the right image is the nearest
neighbor upsampled version.

To illustrate the nearest neighbor approach, Figure 2.1 the left, shows a simple two by
two pixel image with a goal to upsample this image to twice the size with a resultant image
displayed as a four by four pixel image. To begin, create an image that is twice the size
7

of the original image shown in Figure 2.1. Then simply repeat the value of the pixel that
is closest to it. Figure 2.1 to the right, represents the intermediate step in the upsampling
process where the black squares are pixels that represent the information that is needed
to complete the image. Also, after performing the nearest neighbor algorithm the color
selected for the black pixels are shown by the color of the question mark inside of each
black pixels.

2.1.2

Bilinear Interpolation

Bilinear Interpolation is an extension of linear interpolation. Unlike the name would
suggest, bilinear interpolation is not a linear transform but rather a sum of products.

Figure 2.2: Bilinear interpolation
8

Bilinear interpolation is a weighted sum of the nearest surrounding points, as seen in
Figure 2.2 that shows how each pixel in the image relates to the fnal interpolated pixel
value. More precedence is given to the known pixel value P (Kij ), the closer the known
pixel is to the pixel that is being estimated. These weights can be determined by set of
linear equations.
⎡

⎤⎡ ⎤

⎡

⎤

⎢1
⎢
⎢
⎢1
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢1
⎢
⎢
⎣
1

x1 y1 x1 y1 ⎥ ⎢a0 ⎥ ⎢P (K11 )⎥
⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
x1 y2 x1 y2 ⎥ ⎢a1 ⎥ ⎢P (K12 )⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ = ⎢
⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
x2 y1 x2 y1 ⎥ ⎢a2 ⎥ ⎢P (K21 )⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎦
⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣
x2 y2 x2 y2
a3
P (K22 )

(2.1)

Equation 2.1 is a convenient matrix representation of the system of equations, where xi
and yi are the pixel indices of the known pixel values p(kii ) and a0...3 are the associated
weights. Equation 2.1 is in the form of Ax = b where A is known and b is known so it is
trivial to solve for x, which in this case are the weights. Once the weights have been solved
for they are substituted into equation 2.2 and results in the bilinear interpolated answer.
p(x, y) = a0 + a1 x + a2 y + a3 xy

(2.2)

When an image is upsampled, it will always introduce unwanted artifacts to the image
regardless of the technique. The reason the artifacts are undesirable, even though they
are not visually diminishing to the image, it can result in poor features extracted from the
upsampled image leading to techniques for image processing that are not generalizable.
The artifacts present themselves in different manners such as blocky edges.
Figure 2.3 shows a comparison of the nearest neighbor approach vs. the bilinear approach. Notice in the picture of Lena on the left that the nearest neighbor approach has left
9

Figure 2.3: Comparison of nearest neighbor(left) and Bilinear interpolation (left)

the right side of her face blocky and the bilinear approach image on right has an improved
result. There are higher orders of interpolation techniques, such as bicubic that include additional surrounding points for improved interpolation and other models that use statistics,
but for brevity these techniques will not be discussed as part of this thesis.

2.2

Calibration Techniques
When dealing with images in computer vision, one of the most important steps to per-

form is camera calibration. Even with modern day technology, cameras are still plagued
with visual inconsistencies due to the physics of the camera. The camera physics determines the resolution that a camera can capture. Although the resolution was discussed
previously, it will be described in more detail in this chapter as to why we need the calibration step because it will assist in removing distortions and allow for the use of multiple
cameras to capture a scene. The use of multiple cameras can provide additional details
about a scene because these cameras are not required to sense in the same part of the
electromagnetic spectrum.
10

2.2.1

Camera Model

In order to calibrate a camera, a model must frst be described. The most common
mathematical model for a camera is the pinhole model. This model describes the physical
geometry of the real world coordinates relative to the camera. The pinhole models the

Figure 2.4: Geometry of Camera[1]

relationship between real points in the world to the camera plane by projecting the real
world geometry “inherently 3D” on to a 2D planar surface.

x = K[R

t]X

(2.3)

This model can be described by equation 2.3, where K is a three by three matrix that
describes the parameters of the physical camera, R is the rotation matrix, which describes
the rotation of the image plane in reference to the world, and the vector t is the translation
vector in reference to the world. For a single camera setup the rotation matrix R is normally
set to the identity matrix and the translation vector t is zero. However, when there are
11

multiple cameras these constructs are used to align the camera image planes to one another.
From Figure 2.4, equation 2.3 can be written as.
⎡ ⎤

⎡

⎤⎡

⎢u⎥ ⎢1 x1 y1 ⎥ ⎢r11 r12 r13
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢
⎢v ⎥ = ⎢1 x y ⎥ ⎢r
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
1
2 ⎥ ⎢ 21 r22 r23
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢
⎣ ⎦ ⎣
⎦⎣
1
1 x2 y 1
r31 r32 r33

⎡ ⎤
⎤ X
⎢ ⎥
⎥
tx ⎥ ⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎥ ⎢Y ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
ty ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥
⎥ ⎢Z ⎥
⎦⎢ ⎥
⎥
tz ⎢
⎣ ⎦
1

(2.4)

Where, α, β are free parameters that describe the length in pixel units, s determines the
amount of skew, [u0 , v0 ] are the points in the image plane that correspond to the center,
matrix rxx is the rotation matrix, [tx , ty , tz ] is the translation vector, and the [X, Y, Z, 1]
vector is the physical 3D point in world coordinates in reference to the camera.
Solving for K, R, and t, can be challenging because it requires the vector [X, Y, Z, 1]
to be known for every point in the image. This vector represents a physical 3D world
coordinate point in reference to the camera. An approach for obtaining this information is
to use a light detection and ranging (LIDAR) scan of where the image plane is located. For
further information on estimating these parameters refer to [18].

2.2.2

Camera Distortion

Images inherently come with distortion not only due to resolution but also because
of the geometry of the lens used in the camera. These distortions are called radial and
tangential distortion. Radial distortion comes in different forms such as barrel (fsh-eye)
distortion, pincushion distortion, and their combinations. These distortions are products of
the physical optical lens of the camera system, for example a fsh eye lens exerts extreme
12

barrel distortion around the edges of the image. Figure 2.5 shows the different types of

Figure 2.5: Types of lens distortion[20]

image distortion using a gridded surface. In order to overcome these different types of
distortion, a camera distortion model is used. From Figure 2.5, it can be seen that distortion comes in the form of the curved lines that peak in the center. Because of this, often
polynomial equations are used to model the distortion. Most of the existing research on
radial distortion models can be traced back to an early study in photogrammetry [3], where
the radial distortion is governed by the following polynomial equation [26], [24], [9], [7],
[10]:
F (r) = rf (r) = r(1 + k1 r2 + k2 r4 + k3 r6 + . . .)

(2.5)

where k1 , k2 , k3 , . . . are the distortion coeffcients and
r = u2 + v 2

(2.6)

Using equation (2.3), the distorted pixels xd can be expressed as
xd = x[1 + k1 (x2 + y 2 ) + k2 (x2 + y 2 )2 ]
13

(2.7)

from equation (2.5) all that is needed is to create an undistorted image is to solve for
x. Note, that this is not a trivial task because the roots of higher order polynomials are
challenging to determine and this is still an open research area. However, this is achievable
through the use of numerical methods [10].
Correcting for these types of distortion can be critical to an application depending on
how much distortion is present in the image. Consider an image detection task that relies
heavily on straight lines as features. If the image was uncalibrated the image could exhibit
any of the distortions discussed or combinations of them. As seen in Figures 2.5 both of
these image distortions augment straight lines. By correcting for these distortions the results produce more generalizable image processing and classifcation algorithms that work
on these types of images. Because of this there would be no need to account for all the
types of distortion, it could assumed that the image was calibrated and the lens distortions
were removed.

2.3

Human Detection
Computer vision encompasses a wide range of areas such as object recognition, object

tracking, and scene understanding to name a few. Object detection can be anything from
cups to humans. Object tracking involves continually monitoring the state of an object,
where state is normally location. Scene understanding can be thought of as a more general
interpretation of data, such as an image with couches, chairs, and a television might be labeled as a living room. One application related to object recognition that may be useful to
Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) teams is a robot that can detect its fellow teammates
14

from possible threats. Therefore, for this research the task of human detection was chosen,
and because of ongoing research efforts in SWAT team integration with robots, the humans
were SWAT team members because this data was readily available. Human detection is a
very challenging problem to address because unknown lighting conditions and occlusion
make features and descriptors that characterize humans hard to obtain, making the evaluation of the upsampled images using the MRF approach a more realistic evaluation.

2.3.1

Histogram of Gradients

The histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) by Navneet Dalal and Bill Triggs [4] is
one of the most commonly used techniques to date associated with human detection. The
HOG will be discussed further but there have been many extensions since original paper
[14],[13], [2] and combinations with other features like local binary patterns [13]. Using
the HOG feature, a high level the image is divided into sub regions and the gradients
of these regions are determined, then a histogram for each patch is constructed using the
orientation for bins, where a patch is a [MxN] region of the image. The intuition behind this
comes from the fact that gradients by nature identifes edges in an image and by building
a histogram of these subsections, shapes can be captured. The HOG is a feature extracted
from an image then this feature is subjected to a classifer for the actual classifcation of
whether a human or some other object is present in the image.
The frst step in HOG is to compute the gradient of the image, which measures the
change in intensity. Since an image is two dimensional the gradient of the image needs
to be calculated in both directions. An effcient way of determining the gradient of an
15

Algorithm 1 Histogram Of Gradients Feature
1: Input: Image
2: Calculate gradient of image
3: Grid the image into 16x16 pixel blocks
4: Create a histogram for each of the 8x8 pixel sub blocks inside the 16 by 16 blocks
5: Normalize the histogram bins for each block with 50% overlap.
6: Concatenate histograms for each 8x8 cell for the given detection window.

image is to convolve the image with the two flters shown below. For further reading on
convolution the reader is referred to [8]
∂f
= [+1, 0, −1]T ? I
∂y

(2.8)

∂f
= [+1, 0, −1] ? I
∂x

(2.9)

Equations 2.9 and 2.8 are the governing equations that describe how the image gradient is
calculated using convolution. The operator ? represents the convolution operator , I is the
image, and the vector is the convolutional flter. Once the gradients of the image have been
computed in the x and y directions it can also be thought of as a gradient vector [ ∂f
, ∂f ] of
∂y ∂x
which it has an associated magnitude,
~ =
rf

p
x2 + y 2 ;

(2.10)

that measures how big the vector is, and its orientation

θ = arctan(

∂f
∂y
∂f
∂x

)

(2.11)

that describes the vector’s angle. Figure 2.6 shows the original RGB image and the resultant magnitude of the gradient vectors. Notice, in Figure 2.6 to the right, the image
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Figure 2.6: Original RGB image and magnitude respectively

representation of the magnitude looks like what one would expect of an edge detector. As
stated earlier, the gradient is its strongest around the edges in an image. So when taking the
magnitude this will cause larger values to accrue on the edges exposing only the geometrical shape of the target object, in this case a human. The next step in this process is to divide
the magnitude image into blocks that are 16 by 16 pixels but when viewing the image it
can be thought of as 2 by 2 blocks of 8 by 8 pixels. Figure 2.7 shows the magnitude image
being sectioned into 16 by 16 pixel blocks. Notice, inside each block area there are four 8
by 8 blocks, and for each 8 by 8 block a histogram is constructed. For each pixel there is
gradient vector that has an associated magnitude (shown in the image), and also its direction, calculated by equation 2.11. The original authors chose the number of bins to be 9
ranging from 0 to 180 degrees [4]. Figure 2.8 shows an example of a histogram taken from
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Figure 2.7: Green and blue blocks show examples of [2x2] section with doted red square
being the 50% overlap

a single 8 by 8 sub block. The bins are the orientations from 0 to 180 degrees and on the
y axis is the summed magnitudes of those orientations that fell into their respective bins.
Its not diffcult to imagine a case where an orientation can fall into two separate bins at the
same time. This can be addressed by rounding up or down to the nearest bin or linearly
interpolating the value into the two bins to get a more representative distribution.
Each block is then normalized using 50% overlap. In Figure 2.7 the 50% overlapped
block is represented by the red dotted block. One method to normalize the blocks is to
take the histograms in the block and concatenate them into a single vector ~v and divide
this vector ~v by its magnitude nv
~ = √~v

||~v ||

this is known as L − 2 normalization. The

authors Navneet Dalal and Bill Triggs presented other ways of normalization and their
effects which can read in more detail in [4].
The fnal stage of this process is to create the descriptor. In order to create a descriptor, a
detection window size is needed, the original authors Dalal and Triggs selected a 128 by 64
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Figure 2.8: Histogram of an 8 by 8 sub block

pixel window as their window size [4]. Inside the area of the window there are 105 blocks
with 36 values per block for a total of 3,780 values; all of the these values are concatenated
into a single vector and this vector is what is used as the feature for classifcation purposes.
For a given image the detection window is slid across the image and each time the
HOG descriptor is calculated it is used as input into a classifer to detect the presence of an
object of interest. Figure 2.9 shows the section of an image that the HOG feature is going
to be calculated for and to the right is the HOG visualization. For each 8 by 8 block the
orientation lines are drawn. Notice that the shape of the SWAT offcer is visible. Again, the
HOG feature extracts the edge features by taking the gradient, and uses local orientations
to build a histogram. By combining the local histograms over a large enough detection
window the HOG feature can capture the general shape of an object.
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Figure 2.9: Orginial Color Image of SWAT member(Left) and HOG feature map(right)

2.3.2

Classifers

Pattern recognition is the scientifc discipline whose goal is the classifcation of objects
into a number of categories or classes [21]. With classifcation comes different approaches
such as Bayes, K Nearest Neighbor, and Polynomial Classifcation[21]. However, the
dominant classifcation technique is the Support Vector Machine (SVM). In order to use a
classifer, features must be extracted by whatever means designers have at their disposal.
Features are important to classifcation because if the features that are created are not descriptive or generalizable enough the classifer’s performance will suffer greatly. It was
discussed earlier with upsampling and lens distortions how artifacts can plague features,
but once these areas have been addressed then features need to be extracted, like the HOG
feature. Now that all the preliminary pieces are in order, a classifer can be built. Fea20

tures are determined about the object in question and other objects that are present but not
considered to be the target object. From there classifers can be trained to distinguish the
differences between the objects. It is expected that features extracted create clusters in the
space that features reside that are separable. Classifcation is about decision boundaries
or fnding a function that can separate the input features into groups so that they can be
identifed. For brevity only the SVM will be discussed in detail in this thesis.
The concept of Support Vector Machines (SVM) is simple. Consider the two class two
dimensional case where the two classes are linearly separable, refer to Figure 2.10 as an
example, where the blue pluses are one class and the red minuses are another. The two

Figure 2.10: Decision boundary between two separable classes X− and X+

classes are linearly separable meaning that a straight line can be drawn such that the line
perfectly divides the two classes; this line can be seen as the bold black line in Figure
21

2.10. To remove any bias between any of the classes this line needs to drawn such that it
is directly in the middle of the two classes, meaning the point(s) from both classes that are
closest to the line are the same distance from the line. Supposing that this line exists, all
that remains is to fnd the equation that describes this line. Let’s further assume there is
aw
~ vector that is orthogonal to this bold line. Now classifying any given vector ~x can be
defned by:
w
~ T ~x + w0 ≤ 0

(2.12)

The unknowns are w
~ the slope of the line and w0 is the y-intercept that allows the line to
be moved. For mathematical convenience when classifying a point in a given class, these
classifcation properties are desirable. For the blue class:
w
~ T ~x + w0 ≥ 1

(2.13)

w
~ T ~x + w0 ≤ −1

(2.14)

and for the red class,

However, in doing so, it causes more problems when trying to solve for the unknowns. To
simplify the mathematics, a new variable yi is introduced, which represents the class label.
Which takes on the following values yi = 1 for the blue class and yi = −1 for the red
class. Substituting the labels with their respective equations,
~ T ~x + w0 ) ≤ (−1), ≥ 1
yi (w

(2.15)

which results in the following equation:
yi (w
~ T ~x + w0 ) − 1 = 0
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(2.16)

Instead of two different equations, the equations end up being the exact same. In order
to form a line that separates the two classes exactly in the middle of the space, take the
points that are closest to the line from each class. Note, there could be more than one
point in each class. If the distance from the point to the line is minimum, it is known as a
Support Vector, hence the name of this machine. Keep in mind that this could occur with
multiple points and they would be support vectors as well. In Figure 2.10 there are only
two support vectors, one from each class, denoted by the thinner black line passing through
them. Notice the distance between X+ to the bold black line and X- to the bold black line
is same. Again, any point in either class could have the same property and be known as a
support vector. It is important to select support vectors such that this distance is minimal.
To do this start by fnding the distance between X- and X+.
(X+ − X− )

~
X+ w
~
w
~
X+ w
=
−
||w||
||w||
||w||

(2.17)

~ and X− w
~ . This gives the following result:
We can use 2.16 to solve for X+ w
1 − w 0 1 + w0
2
−
=
||w||
||w||
||w||

(2.18)

It can now been seen that the distance between the support vectors can be described entirely
in terms of the w
~ vector.
Next, minimize the distance calculation subject to the constraints 2.16 by using the
Lagrangian method subject to the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker(KKT) Conditions [23]
n

X
1 T
~ w
~−
λi [yi (w
~ T x~i + w0 ) − 1]
L(w,
~ w0 , ~λ) = w
2
i=1
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(2.19)

Where n is the number of samples and there is a Lagrangian multiplier for each sample.
The KKT conditions and their results are as follows:
n

X
∂
λi y i x i
L(w,
~ w0 , ~λ) = 0, w =
∂w
i=1

(2.20)

n

X
∂
L(w,
~ w0 , ~λ) = 0,
λ i yi = 0
∂w0
i=1

(2.21)

where
λi ≥ 0,

λi [yi (w
~ T x~i + w0 ) − 1] = 0,

i = 1, 2 . . . , n

From the KKT conditions, the vector w
~ is solved in terms of λi yi xi , which is convenient
because λi is the only unknown. When substituting the KKT condition results into 2.19.
n
X
i=1

N
1X
λi λj yi yj xTi xj
λi −
2 i,j=1

PN

i,j=1

λi yi = 0,

(2.22)

λi ≥ 0

Equation 2.22 is the fnal equation that needs to be optimized. The λ parameters are what
needs to be solved for and a quadratic program can be used to solve this equation.
The above derivation of the SVM is only for the case of linearly separable classes.
However, this is very rare in real life applications so, for the non-linearly separable cases,
an additional slack variable ξ is taken into account and added to 2.16 This variable ξ allows for error to occur, and the amount of error is decided using parameter C. The new
Lagrangian equation produced is as follows:
N

N

n

X
X
X
1 T
~ w+C
ξi −
ui ξi −
λi [yi (w
~ T x~i + w0 ) − 1 + ξ]
L(w,
~ wo , ~λ) = w
2
i=1
i=1
i=1
ξi ≥ 0,

[yi (w
~ T x~i + w0 )] = 1 − ξ,
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i = 1, 2 . . . , n

(2.23)

The KKT condition and the results are:
n

X
∂
λi y i x i
L(w,
~ w0 , ~λ) = 0, w =
∂w
i=1

(2.24)

n

λi ≥ 0,

ui ξ = 0,

X
∂
λi y i = 0
L(w,
~ w0 , ~λ) = 0,
∂w0
i=1

(2.25)

∂
L(w,
~ wo , ~λ, ξi ) = 0
∂ξ

(2.26)

ui ≥ 0,

λi [yi (w
~ T x~i + w0 ) − 1 + ξ]

i = 1, 2, . . . , N

Substituting in the set of KKT conditions results in
n
X
i=1

Subject to:

PN

i,j=1

N
1X
λi λj yi yj xTi xj
λi −
2 i,j=1

λi yi = 0,

0 ≤ λi ≥ C,

(2.27)

i = 1, 2, . . . , N

Equation 2.27 is the fnal equation needed for cases where the classes are not linearly
separable. It is however interesting to note that the introduction of the slack variable ξ
did not alter the main objective function rather it just imposed one more constraint on λ.
Equation 2.27 can still be solved by a quadratic program just like with equation 2.22.
The main theme of classifcation is fnding a decision boundary that separates two
classes. In the case of the SVM, the decision boundary can be completely computed by a
quadratic program that solves for the λ terms. This process is convenient in terms of both
computation and convergence. The quadratic program is an algorithm that runs in polynomial time and the underlying optimization surface of the equation 2.27 convex, which
means that convergence is not only guaranteed but the results are the global extrema.
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In this chapter the following was outlined, upsampling methods, camera models, cameras distortion, feature extraction, and classifcation. All these areas are crucial when developing algorithms for image processing and scene understanding. Upsampling was presented frst and was needed to provide an understanding for how the resolution of an image
impacted the image quality and to show the common pitfalls and weakness of upsampling
without prior information. A camera model was needed to provide a deeper understanding of the physics of a camera as it relates to the real world. Next was a discussion on
camera distortions, which revealed other ways unwanted artifacts could be introduced into
an image. Once all the artifacts could be accounted for or at least known about, feature
extraction was introduced in the form of a HOG feature. From the HOG features it was
shown how a human could adequately be described in terms of the histograms of gradients
that for over a given detection window can provide spatial and shape information. The
feature vector that was extracted, hopefully generalized since the image has an adequate
resolution and the lens distortion has been removed, can be used as input into a classifer
for training and classifcation. The goal of the feature extracted is that it must have enough
separability in the feature space so that the classifer could fnd a decision boundary that
could distinctly separate one class/object from another. All of these areas are crucial to an
overall generalizable system.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS

This chapter discusses the methods performed to create a high resolution thermal image
from a low resolution thermal image through the use of a RGB camera image to perform
a classifcation of a SWAT team member in an image. Chapter 3 begins with camera calibration, as this is needed to co-register the thermal image and RGB image such that each
thermal pixel is matched to a corresponding pixel in the RGB image. Once the correspondence has been estimated the thermal image can be more accurately upsampled. The next
section discusses a Markov Random Field (MRF) approach that probabilistically models
the fow of thermal intensities based on the RGB image to create the higher resolution thermal image. The next section presents the classifcation of humans using the HOG feature
and Support Vector Machine (SVM).

3.1 Sensor Calibration
Calibration of sensors is crucial to vision applications. As discussed earlier calibration
of a camera can result in the removal of unwanted distortions. Moreover from the removal
of distortions, the pinhole model allows for the alignment of two image planes. This process is called co-registration and in this process one of images is translated and rotated
such that the two images overlap in their respective felds of view. This causes each pixel
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in each of the respective images to have a corresponding pixel in the other image plane.
There are two signifcant parameters that must be combined to achieve this, called incentric and excentric. The incentric parameters describe the physics of the camera, which is
represented by the K matrix. The excentric parameters describe the rotation and translation
of the cameras, which are variables R and t in the camera model.
In order to calibrate the two cameras together, known as a stereo pair, the incentric
and excentric parameters of the cameras need to be estimated, so that one camera’s image
can be projected into the other camera’s image. The two camera setup can be modeled by
frst assuming the two cameras are at a fxed distance from each other and rigidly mounted
such that they will always be fxed. Now that the cameras are assumed to be rigidly fxed
relative to each other. Each camera has its own pinhole model as described in Chapter 2:

C1 = K[R

t]

(3.1)

C2 = K[R

t]

(3.2)

and

where K, R, and t are unique with respect to each camera. In order to align the image
planes, one camera is selected as the static camera, which means the rotation matrix R
is equal to the identity matrix and the translation vector t is a vector of zeros. The other
camera’s R and t parameters are free to be calibrated such that the rotation matrix R and
translation vector t move the image into the other camera’s image plane.
For a typical stereo camera pair the two cameras are of the same modality (i.e., RGB),
which are easier to calibrate. The general approach is to take a checkerboard of known
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size and place it at varying distances and different angles within both cameras’ feld of
view (FOV). Once this is completed, a checkerboard detection algorithm is employed,
which fnds the edges of the checkerboard. Once the edges have been identifed then one
image can be aligned with the other by matching the points of the checkerboard.
To calibrate an RGB camera with a thermal camera, key points from both images must
be visible. This poses a problem for RGB and thermal cameras as they sense in different
parts of the electromagnetic spectrum (EM). It can be seen in Figure 3.1a that the regular
thermal image of a checkerboard gives the temperature of the board which is uniform.
Because of this the checkerboard pattern cannot be exposed. However, if light is added
to the image as shown in Figure 3.1b then the checkerboard’s pattern is exposed. This is
due to the fact that the dark squares absorb the heat while the white squares do not retain
as much heat. Using this approach, the checkerboard can be viewed with both the RGB

(a) Regular thermal Checkerboard

(b) Thermal Checkerboard with light

Figure 3.1: Illustrates the difference that light can make on a checkerboard in a thermal
image
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and the thermal camera and the same calibration techniques used to calibrate stereo vision
cameras can be applied to the RGB and thermal cameras.
Estimation of the excentric parameters is the transform of the two images that aligns
there focal points (center of lens) to each other. To estimate this transform, key features in
both images need to visible. In the following example, the key features of the images are
the edges of a checkerboard. Figure 3.2 shows both checkerboards being detected in the
two different modalities. The two cameras used for this example were the Microsoft Kinect
and the Flir Tau 640. These two camera systems have different resolutions: 640 by 480
and 640 by 512, respectively. In order for the camera calibration method to work, the Flir
camera image had to be resized to match the Kinect’s camera resolution. Using Matlab’s

(a) Detected Checkerboard In Theraml

(b) Detected Checkerboard In RGB

Figure 3.2: Stereo Image pair with both thermal and RGB cameras

stereo calibration toolbox [11] the incentric and excentric parameters were estimated using
the pinhole model. After this transform is estimated, the image can then be rectifed,
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meaning the two images can be aligned. Figure 3.3 shows two image pairs that are rectifed.

Figure 3.3: After the RGB and thermal images have been rectifed

Notice the overlapping red regions on the image; these regions indicate locations that the
two images were not well aligned and overlapped with each other. Also, as a part of the
rectifcation process, when two image planes are aligned with one another, parts of the
image are lost due to the fact that the two cameras’ felds of view are not overlapping
in all parts of image this mostly occurs on the outside of the image. However, it can
happen inside the feld of view since one camera can see one side of a 3D object and
the other camera sees the other side, this is known as the correspondence problem. The
correspondence problem is an issue when trying to discern which pixel in C1 maps to
which pixel in C2, since it is possible that C1 or C2 are positioned in such a way that the
other camera can not see the same object.
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3.2

Markov Random Fields-Based Accurate Upsampling
Probability is a mathematical framework that allows for deductions to be made in light

of uncertain information. In the case of image upsampling, the pixel labels are the uncertainty. Probability is a powerful tool when applied to state estimation. Markov Random
Fields (MRF) are a subset of probabilistic graphical models[16], which is a generic method
of how information can be connected and the respective propagation of the information of
the given network. The upsampling process network comes in the form of an undirected
graph.

Figure 3.4: Markov Ramdom Field Upsampling model using
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Figure 3.4 displays how the Markov random feld is used for upsampling. This graph
structure was previously used for depth upsampling [5]. Where, T is Temperature, y is the
upsampled temperature node to be estimated, RGB is the rgb color pixel values, w is the
temperatures discontinuity, and u is the RGB color gradient. The equations that describe
Figure 3.4 are as follows:
Ψ=

X

k(yi − T )2

(3.3)

i−L

equation 3.3, is called the clique potential, or data term. This term is used to guide the
clique in the direction of the known point T in the image, by increasing the penalty if the
estimated node yi has a larger distance with respect to T .

Φ=

XX
i

wij (yi − yj )2

(3.4)

j∈L

where,
wij = exp(−cuij )

(3.5)

uij = ||xi − xj ||

(3.6)

P (y|t, x) =

1
1
exp(− (Ψ + Φ))
Z
2

(3.7)

and k and c are numerical constants. The intuition behind the inner summation of equation 3.4 is to penalize the model for high deviation around each pixel, with the level of
penalization, weighted by the RGB image’s texture. This helps to propagate the thermal
information based on the RGB image. The thermal estimate is weighted by an exponential gradient from the RGB image. This weighted gradient fnds the lines in the image,
which act like boundaries that do not allow the thermal information to propagate through:
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the more distance between two pixel colors the higher the magnitude of the line, which
correlates to a higher chance that the thermal pixel should not be allowed to propagate
through.

3.3

Human Detection in RGB and Thermal Images
A major challenge in computer vision is human detection. It is an extremely diffcult

task to perform. This is partially due to the many conditions in which humans can physically be situated (i.e., standing, sitting, and crouching). In order simplify this task humans
will be detected in the standing position only for the purposes of this thesis. There is an
extensive literature on object detection, but here are just a few relevant papers on human
detection [15], [12], [22], [17], [19], [4]. Of these papers, the most notable is the histogram
of oriented gradients (HOG) approach. Although HOG is a feature, these features are collected and then used as inputs to a classifer such as the SVM described in Section 2.3.2.
The training process is simple; images are collected of humans standing in the upright position and the HOG features are then extracted from the image. A known window size is
selected around the standing human from within the windows’ size of all of the histograms
and they are collected and concatenated into a feature vector, which is then used to train
the classifer.
This chapter provides the methods used for camera calibration, MRF upsampling, and
human detection. Camera calibration is needed to properly align the thermal and RGB
cameras into the same feld of view, creating a mapping such that for every thermal pixel
there is a corresponding RGB pixel. With the sensors co-registered like this, it allows
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for the MRF model to accurately propagate the thermal values, creating an overall better
representation of the thermal image with a higher resolution. Once this higher resolution
image is obtained features can then be extracted and used as input into a classifer for
human detection.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTS

This chapter presents the methods used to evaluate the performance of the processed
thermal image by assessing the image qualitatively, quantitatively, and using the image
for human classifcation. Qualitative results refer to how the image quality is perceived
by a person. The quantitative metrics show numerically how the processed thermal image
degrades as the resolution decreases as compared to the ground truth thermal image. Then
fnally a method for human detection performance is proposed. In order to perform these
tests a data set needs to be created, which involves taking the high resolution thermal image
and simulating the lower resolution thermal camera by down sampling.

4.1

Qualitative Approach
Math models can frequently be intuitive in their design, such as the cost function that

can be used to describe the Markov random felds presented in section 3.2. The concept of
accounting for the neighborhood of a pixel and propagating the thermal intensities based
on the texture of the corresponding RGB sensing is considered intuitive. However, the
resultant image of what is mathematically intuitive may not look visually appealing to a
human.
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In order to perform this experiment two images were collected, one from a thermal
camera and one from an RGB camera observing the same scene. Once the images were

(a) Original RGB Image

(b) Original Thermal Image

Figure 4.1: Original RGB and thermal images obtained for the qualitative experiment

collected the RGB image and a thermal image were co-registered using the methods described in section 3.1. Notice that the registration of these images created distortion in the

(a) Rectifed RGB Image

(b) Rectifed Thermal Image

Figure 4.2: Rectifed RGB and thermal images for the qualitative experiment

two images and that parts of the image were removed. This was because of the different
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felds of view between the two cameras and the spacing between the cameras when the
images were obtained. These two images are of the same size and can be thought of as an
n by m by 4 (n x m x 4) matrix, where n and m are the height and width respectively and
in the 3rd dimension are the r,g,b and thermal channels.
For this experiment the thermal camera image in Figure 4.2b, was downsampled to simulate a lower resolution camera. Then the Markov random felds (MRF) model described
in Section 3.2 that used the RGB image to help guide the thermal values, was applied to
the downsampled, simulated low resolution thermal image. The MRF upsampled image
is then compared to the bilinear interpolation upsampling technique to see which is more
aesthetically appealing.

4.2

Quantitative Ground Truth
Quantitative analysis of images is challenging, due to the subjective nature of image

quality assessment. It is diffcult to capture human subjectivity with a formula that can
adequately describe an image’s quality. One approach for a possible measure may be the
root mean squared error (RMSE).

s
error =

PN

i=1 (Oi

N

− Ii )2

(4.1)

Where, Oi is the ith pixel in the original image and Ii is the corresponding ith pixel in
the resultant processed image. The RMSE has the property that if the original image and
resultant processed image are the same then the error is 0. However, comparing pixel by
pixel gives poor results. When a human looks at an image they see context by observing the
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textures not by evaluating the intensities of each pixel in an image. With this mind, a better
measure would be to segment the image into blocks and extract a histogram of oriented
gradients as presented in Section 2.3.1 and determine the difference of each histogram
vector with the corresponding block in the other image; then sum the errors of all the
image blocks.

Algorithm 2 HOG measure
1: Input: Segment original ground truth image into blocks
2: Input: Segment processed image into blocks
3: for each block i do
4:

error = error + norm(extractHOGFeatures(originali ) - extractHOGFeatures(P rocessedi ))

5: end for

For the quantitative experiment, Figure 4.2b was used as the ground truth. This same
fgure was then downsampled to different resolutions to simulate the different resolutions
in the thermal camera. Then downsampled thermal images were then upsampled using
the MRF model described in Section 3.2 and Figure 4.2a for the RGB input. The algorithm 2 was used to compare the upsampled image to the original ground truth image.
This algorithm was developed independently but later found in a separate work [25]. The
upsampling process was then compared to the bilinear interpolation method described in
Section 2.1.2 and the bicubic interpolation method.
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4.3

Demonstration for Human Detection
One case that was examined was applications with SWAT and military operations that

require robot classifcation tasks. For the purposes of this thesis, human detection was
chosen. Human detection is a basic task that is appropriate and benefcial to demonstrate
associated with this application domain. For this experiment images of a SWAT team
member were taken using RGB, depth, and thermal images. These images where then
subjected to the SVM classifer trained to detect humans.
To create this image data set, the thermal image was progressively downsampled starting from the original (ground truth) thermal image. Then these downsampled thermal
images were then upsampled using the bicubic, bilinear, and Markov random felds (with
RGB support) to create three different image data sets respectively. Features where then
extracted from each dataset using HOG and subjected to the pre-trained human detection
classifer that was provided by Mathworks. The images where downsampled progressively
30 times to provide a trend and at each iteration, every ith pixel was sampled from each
row, i.e., for the second iteration, for each row in the original thermal image every other
pixel, and for the 3rd iteration every 3rd pixel and so on out of 30. The resolutions ranged
from 480 by 640 to 20 by 16 . For each downsampled image the following upsampling
processes were applied: bicubic, bilinear, and Markov random felds, then these images
were subject to a SVM classifer for human detection. In order to add context to the classifcation task, downsampled resolutions 480 by 640 to 48 by 64 were labeled as easy, 44
by 58 to 24 by 32 were labeled as medium, and 23 by 20 to 16 by 21 were labeled as
hard. This experiment was designed to show that the Markov random felds upsampling
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approach may dramatically improve human detection, and that ultimately reduce the cost
of the thermal camera needed. As the MRF technique uses the RGB high resolution to help
propagate and expose the context of the image lost by the downsampling process.

(a) Original Thermal Picture

(b) RGB Picture

Figure 4.3: Shows the co-registered thermal and RGB images

(a) Every 7 pixels

(b) Every 25 pixels

Figure 4.4: Examples of sampling for the easy class and hard class respectively
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Figure 4.3 shows the original thermal image (refer to Figure 4.3a) that was used as
the ground truth to sample from. The RGB image to the right in Figure 4.3b was the coregistered RGB image used in the MRF model discussed in Section 3.2. Figure 4.4 shows
some examples of the downsampling process. The white dots represent what pixels have
thermal information available and both white and black pixels have RGB information. It
can be observed that Figure 4.4a has much more data available for thermal propagation
than what is available in Figure 4.4b. But Figure 4.4b represents an image from a much
lower cost thermal camera.
This chapter presents the experiments used to evaluate the performance of the MRF upsampling technique. The frst experiment was qualitative, which showed that the MRF was
more visually appealing to the human eye as the resolution of the thermal camera was decreased. The quantitative experiment showed that the MRF techniques preserved the HOG
feature measure better as the resolution decreased. This also demonstrated graphically
what the qualitative images display visually. Then fnally the human detection experiment
provided a method to assess the performance of the MRF when it was applied to a realworld problem. The human detection task was selected as it was a challenging computer
vision task and it was something of use for a low cost robotic system.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter discusses the results of the experiments outlined in Chapter 4, starting with
the qualitative analysis, quantitative analysis, and human detection performance. The qualitative results provided a visual way of seeing the performance of the MRF; the quantitative
experiment showed the results graphically as the resolution decreased; and the human detection results provided a way to assess the performance of the MRF processed image in a
real-world application.

5.1

Results from the Qualitative Approach
The qualitative approach involved analyzing the performance of the MRF processed

thermal image guided by the RGB image. The comparisons were between bicubic upsampling and the MRF approach to demonstrate the differences in visual quality. The tests
where run to determine the differences in visual artifacts that manifested themselves due
to the upsampling process of each technique.
Figure 5.1 shows the comparison between bicubic interpolation and the Markov random felds upsampling techniques when only 24 percent of the image was available, in
terms of image resolution this means that the original image size was 110 by 110 and was
up sampled to 442 by 442. Bicubic in this case out performs the MRF. Notice, in 5.1a the
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(a) Bicubic Upsampling Result

(b) MRF Upsampling Result

Figure 5.1: BiCubic Interpolation vs MRF from 110x110 resolution to 442x442

bicubic upsampling preserves the texture more as compared to 5.1b,where the textures is
more smoothed out.

(a) Bicubic Upsampling Result

(b) MRF Upsampling Result

Figure 5.2: BiCubic Interpolation vs MRF from 29x29 resolution to 442x442
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The previous example demonstrated that this technique was not always the best approach because as the resolution decreased the quality of the MRF model made a qualitative impact. This was because the MRF leveraged the RGB information available. Figure
5.2 shows the comparison of the bicubic interpolation and the Markov random feld upsampling techniques when only six percent of the thermal image was available. The Markov
random felds reconstructed image on the right 5.2b has some distortions in it; at the bottom
left of the checker board the darker tiles were not completely flled in. This was because
there was simply not a data point in that location for the thermal value to be propagated.
Where the Markov random felds upsampling was most benefcial was with its ability to

(a) Bicubic Upsampling Result

(b) MRF Upsampling Result

Figure 5.3: BiCubic Interpolation vs MRF from 17x17 resolution to 442x442

preserve the edges of the image even when only three percent of the image was available.
Figure 5.3 shows the comparisons; notice that in Figure 5.3b, the distortions increase, the
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bottom left corner was becoming completely washed out and parts of the upper right were
transitioning to one color. This was because the MRF model only had three percent of
the thermal image available compared to the resolution of the RGB image, which corresponded to a 17 by 17 pixel resolution thermal image. This shows the utility of Markov
random felds technique, as it was able to recreate a more accurate thermal image even with
a low percentage of information available. This was also good as this suggests that a lower
resolution thermal camera can be used instead of the much higher priced higher resolution
thermal camera.

5.2

Results from the Quantitative Ground Truth
The quantitative results demonstrated that as the resolution of the thermal image de-

creased the quality of the processed image was still retained compared to the bilinear and
bicubic techniques. As discussed in the previous chapter, as the resolution of the thermal
camera was decreased the MRF processed image still retained a visual quality better than
that of the bilinear and bicubic upsampling techniques. It was also seen that at higher resolutions the MRF did not visually out perform the bilinear technique. A graph can be used
to show at what point does the crossover occur from needing to use the bilinear technique
to when it is preferable to use the MRF technique. Having this chart allows an application
engineer to determine the minimal resolution a camera system requires to reduce the cost
of the overall system being designed.
Figure 5.4, shows the results of the experiments described in Section 4.2. From Figure
5.4, it can be observed that the MRF model starts to outperform conventional upsampling
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Figure 5.4: HOG measure performance chart with resolutions from 442x442 to 14x14

techniques when only 18 percent (around the [80x80] mark) of the image that was upsampled was available. Thus, showing the utility of this techniques for use in a low cost system
where thermal measurements are needed.

5.3

Results from Human Detection Demonstration
For the application side of assessing performance, human detection was chosen. As

presented in the previous section a set of successively downsampled thermal images in
which the resolutions ranged from 480 by 640 to 16 by 20 were upsampled using bilinear,
bicubic, and MRF techniques. It was previously observed that higher resolution images
actually performed poorly both qualitatively and quantitatively using the MRF, it was only
when the thermal image was suffciently downsampled that the MRF had its greatest impact. The human detection test was expected to have the same results in the higher resolution thermal images and the human detection algorithm should detect the human in all
three upsampling experiments; however as the thermal image was downsampled it was expected that bilinear and bicubic upsampling techniques would create too much distortion
and the human would not be detected; but with the MRF technique the RGB image should
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provide enough information to help correctly propagate the thermal values allowing the
human detection algorithm to correctly identify the human in the MRF processed image.

(b) Bicubic

(a) Bilinear

(c) Markov Random Field

Figure 5.5: Upsampled thermal image from the easy class

Figure 5.5 shows the detection results for iteration 2, which corresponded to a thermal image at resolution of 240 by 320 being upsampled to 480 by 640 to match the RGB
image. It was expected that the SWAT member would be detected in all images. Both bilinear and bicubic performed well when the upsampling of the image was close to the target
resolution. In Figure 5.5c the SWAT member was blurry as compared to the other upsampled versions. This was simply reiterating that this technique was more effective when the
image to be upsampled had a dramatically lower resolution than the target resolution.
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(b) Bicubic

(a) Bilinear

(c) Markov Random Field

Figure 5.6: Results of the upsampled thermal image from the medium class

Figure 5.6 shows the detection results for iteration 17, which corresponded to a thermal
image at a resolution of 28 by 39 being upsampled to 480 by 640 to match the RGB image.
This was in the range where the Markov random felds technique started to outperform
the the other two techniques bilinear and bicubic. The classifer was able to identify the
SWAT member in the bilinear upsampled and the Markov upsampled image. It was clear
that quantitatively, fgure 5.6c was better than fgure 5.6a and fgure 5.6c in which the
silhouette of the SWAT team member was more preserved.
Figure 5.7 shows the detection results for iteration 30, which corresponded to a thermal
image at resolution of 16 by 21 being upsampled to 480 by 640 to match the RGB image.
The Markov upsampling limits were tested, but the resultant picture was still discernible.
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(a) Bilinear

(b) Bicubic

(c) Markov Random Field

Figure 5.7: Results of the upsampled thermal image from the hard class

Both bilinear and bicubic failed to recreate the SWAT team member in a way that was
qualitatively recognizable as a human. However, it is clear in Figure 5.7c that the Markov
upsampling preserved the human silhouette enough for a SVM to classify a human in the
image.
From these tests it is clear that the Markov random felds upsampling approach was
superior to the bilinear and bicubic because as the image resolution decreased the HOG
feature measure was still lower and this trend suggests that it will continue to remain lower
as the resolution decreases. However, as Figure 5.4 suggests this technique did not have
any quantitative relevance when upsampling an image that was already close to the desired
resolution.
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The preceding results were only reinforced by the human detection experiments outlined in Section 5.3. The tests explored all 30 resolutions and then divided them into 3
categories easy, medium, and hard. The results for the overall classifcations were as follows:

Table 5.1: Detection results for Bilinear, Bicubic, and MRF
Bi-linear

Bi-Cubic

MRF

¬(Detected)

Detected

¬(Detected)

Detected

¬(Detected)

Detected

Easy

7

3

7

3

2

8

Medium

6

4

8

2

2

8

Hard

8

2

9

1

7

3

Total

21

9

24

6

11

19

It is clear from Figure 5.1 that overall the MRF outperformed the other two techniques,
even doubling the performance of the closest technique to it. Even considering the the individual classes easy, medium, and hard the MRF outperformed all of the other techniques.
With the evidence presented throughout this thesis; using the MRF added with the RGB
camera can be used to adequately upsample a signifcantly lower resolution thermal camera
image such that human detection is possible where it was otherwise not. With these fndings, sensing systems can be implemented with a dramatically decreased price and size;
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which would allow for thermal sensing units to be placed as part of robotics applications
more easily.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusions
The beginning of this thesis proposed a problem, that thermal cameras have a signifcant advantage in scene understanding due their ability to sense in various lighting conditions; however, thermal cameras grow exponential in price as the resolution increases. In
order to lower the cost of a sensor system that uses a thermal camera, this thesis proposed
a method to upsample a low cost low resolution thermal camera more accurately with the
aid of a low cost RGB camera. By doing this, the processed thermal camera image can
be better utilized for scene understanding. In order to understand some the pitfalls of upsampling, the background section described two techniques, nearest neighbor and bilinear
upsampling. With these techniques it was shown that the upsampling process creates artifacts along the edges of the images. These artifacts cause problems later on when using
them to extract features and train a classifcation system. As the feature extraction and
classifcation training process could learn the artifacts caused by the upsampling, it makes
the classifcation system specifc to that individual sensor and not generalizable. In order to
use the thermal camera in conjunction with RGB to help propagate the thermal values more
accurately, an understanding of the physical camera was needed. The pinhole model was
discussed as a means to mathematically describe the parameters of a camera accounting for
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both incentric (internal camera parameters) and excentric (external i.e., spatial position and
rotation) parameters. This model provides a method for two cameras to be co-registered
together meaning that each camera’s feld of view is aligned allowing for each pixel of each
camera to map to one another. Once the sensors are calibrated as such, the MRF technique
that used the RGB sensor as a guide could be applied, resulting in an improved thermal representation than could be achieved with the other techniques. Once the processed thermal
image was generated, features could be extracted for scene understanding.
In this thesis the scene understanding task was human detection, specifcally SWAT
team member identifcation. One common approach to human detection is the use the
histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) technique by running a classifcation window of
a predetermined size throughout an image. The HOG feature captured the general shape
or silhouette of the human, these features were very general, as most humans exhibit the
same general shape. This feature was then used for training and classifcation with the Support Vector Machine(SVM). Once the classifcation could be completed the performance
was assessed. An assessment of the MRF upsampling technique was conducted by progressive downsampling of the thermal image while keeping the RGB image constant and
running these sets of images through a classifer trained for human detection. This test was
also performed using the same series of downsampled thermal images, upsampled using
nearest neighbor, bilinear and bicubic techniques. The results of this experiment was to
demonstrate the trend that when the thermal images’ resolution was decreased, what the
results were for each upsampling technique when attempting to classify a human. The results from these experiments identifed how well each upsampling technique preserved its
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features so that the human could be accurately described by the HOG feature and so the
classifer could correctly identify them. The results showed that as the thermal camera was
downsampled the MRF technique demonstrated the best performance, which is benefcial
because now this means a lower cost thermal camera can be used instead of a higher cost
camera to perform the same task, thus lowering the cost of the overall system signifcantly.

6.2

Future Work
Any system could be further enhanced by taking into account other sources of infor-

mation other than the RGB, such as near IR and depth data. The MRF model is fexible
and can be modifed to account for these types of information sources. The advantage of
other sources is that they come at a greater computational cost but also can provide a more
robust system. Because the RGB camera can only function in lighted areas, and both near
IR and depth images created by projected light patterns do not suffer from this combining
these images could produce benefcial results. There are also chances for the investigation
of other scene understanding tasks like other object detections or scene classifcations. The
primary goal is to optimize the data provided by the different sensors. As with any real
system cost is likely to be an issue and assessments and trade offs need to be performed in
order to make informed decisions. Using the thermal camera cost as an example this thesis
provided a method for using an RGB camera to reduce costs while boosting the overall
performance of the system. In effect taking advantage of the information provided by the
sensors as part of the system.
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